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(R5) 16:20 WORCESTER, 2m 7f 

Hopshed Brewery, Local Hops, Local Beer Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 0P-5524 MR MCGUINESS (IRE) 26 C 
b g Kalanisi - Maig Mandy

8 11 - 12 Benjamin Poste
Mrs Rosemary
Gasson

124

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Dual winner here last year and returned to form when runner-up on
penultimate start at Uttoxeter. Excuses last time and should make his presence felt granted a
decent pace to aim at.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

2 34-1P33 ALLELU ALLELUIA (GER) 30 
b g Doyen - Anna spectra

7 11 - 9 Aidan Coleman
Jonjo O'Neill

121

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap
Timeform says: Successful debut over fences at Stratford (19.5f) in May, but held back by
attitude then jumping on next 2 starts. Not entirely disgraced back in this sphere last time, but
opposable all the same.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 1222P/2 MIDNIGHT SAPPHIRE 27 
ch m Midnight Legend - Norton Sapphire

8 11 - 8t T Scudamore
D Pipe

120

Jockey Colours: Yellow and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, dark blue
star
Timeform says: Positive start for new yard following an 18-month absence when runner-up
at Newton Abbot (26.5f, good). Now 5 lb higher and up slightly in grade here, but she
nevertheless has to enter calculations.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

4 70-7344 ROLLING MAUL (IRE) 11 CD 
b g Oscar - Water Sports

10 11 - 8b Sean Bowen
P Bowen

120

Jockey Colours: White, red chevron, emerald green and red striped sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Temperament isn't all it could be, but put in a decent shift back in this
sphere at Sedgefield (27f, good to firm) recently, despite the race not being run to suit, and
he's now 2 lb lower.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

5 242PP-3 MISS MASH 19 
b m Multiplex - Shanxi Girl

7 10 - 10 R Johnson
H D Daly

108

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red and royal blue striped cap
Timeform says: Just the one win to her name following 19 starts overall, but shaped well on
return over 2½m here last month, best work at the finish. Step back up in trip should help and
she's one to consider.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

6 5-51311 OUTRAGEOUS ROMANA (IRE) 33
CD 
b m Mahler - South West Nine

7 10 - 0p Edward Austin (7)
J G M O'Shea

98

Jockey Colours: White, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap
Timeform says: In fine fettle, winning 3 of her last 4 starts, including a C&D handicap last
time. However, now 9 lb higher in a tougher race, so further progress needed if she's to add
to her tally.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: The lack of a confirmed front-runner complicates this already tricky-looking
puzzle. MISS MASH certainly would've benefited from a stronger gallop when third on her
reappearance here, but the step back up in trip goes some way to negating any concerns regarding the
tempo at which this race is likely to be run and she gets the nod ahead of Rolling Maul and Midnight
Sapphire.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MISS MASH (5) 
2: ROLLING MAUL (4) 
3: MIDNIGHT SAPPHIRE (3)


